CAGE CODE  56NQ1
DUNS  828255344

NAICS CODES
334111  ELECTRONIC COMPUTER MANUFACTURING
334112  COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICE MANUFACTURING
334210  TELEPHONE APPARATUS MANUFACTURING
334290  OTHER COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING
423430  COMPUTER AND COMPUTER PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE MERCHANT WHOLESALERS
423440  OTHER COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT MERCHANT WHOLESALERS
423490  OTHER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES MERCHANT WHOLESALERS
425120  WHOLESALE TRADE AGENTS AND BROKERS
511210  SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
517911  TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESELLERS
517919  ALL OTHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS
518210  DATA PROCESSING, HOSTING, AND RELATED SERVICES
519190  ALL OTHER INFORMATION SERVICES
541430  GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES
541511  CUSTOM COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES
541512  COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN SERVICES
541513  COMPUTER FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES
541519  OTHER COMPUTER RELATED SERVICES - PRIMARY
541611  ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES
541613  MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES
541618  OTHER MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES
541690  OTHER SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES
541712  RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE PHYSICAL, ENGINEERING, AND LIFE SCIENCES (EXCEPT BIOTECHNOLOGY)
541720  RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
541910  MARKETING RESEARCH AND PUBLIC OPINION POLLING
541930  TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION SERVICES
541990  ALL OTHER PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
561110  OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
561421  TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICES
561611  INVESTIGATION SERVICES
561621  SECURITY SYSTEMS SERVICES (EXCEPT LOCKSMITHS)
611310  COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
611420  COMPUTER TRAINING
611630  LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
611710  EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
811212  COMPUTER AND OFFICE MACHINE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE